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Abstract: Multicasting over wireless network has been an area of intensive research and many researchers have employed 
the use of algorithms for addressing multicast problems. With the fast development in technology and the use of multimedia 
applications, efficient multicasting over the internet is taking the center stage. For this back drop, the review of some multicast 
algorithms over wireless network becomes compulsory with the aim of addressing some of the challenges encountered and 
seeing the possibilities of implementing these algorithms in real time situations. In this paper, we have reviewed some 
multicast algorithms developed based on network coding based multicast with the view of recognizing some of their strengths 
and weakness in order to open wide areas for future research and applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Multicast application over wireless networks has become 
an area of intensive research as messages are simultaneously 
delivered within the multicast group. It finds applications in 
multi-media applications such as video conferencing, audio 
conferencing, Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), and group 
communication in social networks which also include online 
shopping, online gaming system, electronic learning and so 
on [1]. However, the erroneous nature of noise within the 
channels such as high packet loss rate, packet delay, rejection, 
congestion, interference e.t.c of wireless channels make 
wireless multicast very challenging. All this impairments are 
critical and they necessitate the design of reliable wireless 
multicast techniques. 

Many techniques have been proposed in the literature to 
battle these impairments over wireless multicast networks, 
example, Network Coding [2, 3], retransmissions, error-
correcting codes and cooperation among terminals [4]. Most 
multicast problems are NP-complete and various heuristics 
algorithms have been proposed aimed at achieving smooth 
data transmission over wireless networks [5-11]. 

The aim of this paper is to review some few algorithms 
that apply network coding technique with a view of 
highlighting some of the problems addressed, their 
limitations and contribution to the existing body of 

knowledge. 
We consider the basic introduction in section 1. Section 2 

explains network coding and the techniques involved and a 
review of related works are presented in section 3. Finally, 
Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Network Coding Technique 

 

Figure 1. Network Coding Based Multicast (Ajibesin, et. al., 2013). 
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The idea of network coding has its origin in the work of 
[2]. It is a technique that allows nodes to perform arbitrary 
operations on packets received and generate new output 
packets. It offers many advantages such as achieving 
maximum-flow minimum-cut bound on the multicast 
capacity, maximizing throughput and ensuring security of 
message exchange. 

It maximizes throughput by sending more packets within a 
limited period of time as compared to other network such as 
MANET and Ad-hoc. There are two types of network coding 
techniques available in literatures [12]. 

i. Random Linear network coding (RLNC): RLNC is 
implemented by combining packet with independent, 
random and non-zero coefficient. Finite amount of 
information is generated at the source and multicast to 
other nodes on the network and every node can pass on 
any of its received data to other nodes. At each non-
source node which serves as a sink, the complete 
information generated at the source is recovered. Linear 
network coding is aimed at how fast each sink node can 
receive the complete information and how a node can 
assist its neighbor by sending a coded packet including 
packets of its own and its neighbor [13]. 

ii. Opportunistic network coding [14]: In ONC, packets 
are code at different session and each node uses 
knowledge of what its neighbors have overheard such 
that each encoded packet can be decoded immediately 
at the next stage [15]. Packets combinations are 
selected according to the received and lost packet state 
of each link where nodes often opportunistically 
overhear packets that are not designated to them [16]. 

3. Review of Some Multicast Algorithm 

In reference [10], Minimum cost of multicast over coded 
packet networks has been presented for the first time. They 
provided an overview of minimizing the total cost of energy 
consumption for multicast packets in both wired and wireless 
networks. It was shown that the solution of this problem can 
be disintegrated into two parts: the first part is finding the 
minimum cost subgraph, and the second part is determining a 
code to use over the optimal subgraph. To solve the first part 
of the problem, they proposed a linear optimization 
formulation and presented a distributed algorithm using the 
dual subgradient method to obtain an optimal subgraph. A 
distributed solution for the second part was provided in [17]. 
They achieved reduction in the problem of multicast 
programming. However, some of their limitations were the 
stability of their decentralized algorithm under changing 
conditions and exploring a specific approximation method 
for use in the formulation of dynamic multicast. 

In the same vein reference [18] considered the problem of 
finding a minimum cost multicast subgraph based on 
network coding, where delay values associated with each 
link is the only performance metrics taken into consideration, 
inadequate buffer-size of intermediate nodes and link 
capacity variations were taken into account. The 

decentralized algorithm proposed uses an auxiliary time-
expanded network. 

Reference [19] worked on a single source minimum cost 
problem which was framed as a convex optimization 
problem with the use of network coding and convex 
increasing edge cost. The cost for the scenario where each of 
the multicast receivers routed its flows was critically 
examined. They constructed a selfish flow steering 
algorithms for each receiver and the edge cost at each edge 
was allocated. However, encoding /sending of packet to 
different sink were restricted because the algorithm was 
constructed at each receiver. 

Reference [9] studied minimum cost optimization problem 
during multicast over wireless networks. The research 
focused on an information model that differentiated 
intermediate nodes in a multicast network with network 
coding, routing or replicating of nodes. They developed a 
means of solving the minimum energy cost multicast 
problem in wireless networks by optimizing transmission 
energy, the number of network coding nodes as node 
classification and the number of packets undergoing network 
coding. The simulations results showed that the proposed 
method was good at achieving a minimum cost but very 
complicated for many multimedia applications. 

Reference [20] used genetic algorithm to minimize coding 
nodes in wireless networks by considering single source and 
single destination. They proved that Network coding with 
genetic algorithm improved the throughput for wired and 
wireless network. The simulation results also showed that the 
average end to end delay of the network after minimizing 
coding nodes was less than the normal network. However, 
there was complexity of packets management and increased 
delay for the coding nodes. 

Reference [21] studied congestion control for Multicast 
Flows with network coding. The problem was formulated as 
an optimization based model for network resource allocation 
base on two sets of decentralized controllers as source and 
intermediate nodes for congestion control. They presented 
two models for congestion control, one for networks with 
given coding sub-graphs and the other sub-graphs are found 
dynamically. The aim of the research was to carry out 
congestion control by adjusting the flow rate on each tree. 
Each source node adjusts its sending rate according to the 
local congestion price to avoid communication overhead for 
congestion control within the network. However, the stability 
of their controller under propagation delay was a great 
challenge. 

Also reference [22] studied the performance of multicast 
algorithms over coded packet wireless network by using 
Network Coding Algorithm (NCA) and Multicast 
Incremental Power Algorithm (MIPA). They were 
particularly interested in showing the performance of 
network coding on multicast network when the network arcs 
were weighted. The result showed that network coding 
based-algorithm out-performed multicast incremental power 
algorithm in terms of bandwidth utilization. However, the 
NCA was developed using linear programming framework 
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and they considered only packet delay as a performance 
metric that affected multicast (constraint) where as there are 
other performance metrics that are equally important. 

In the same manner reference [23]worked on cost-efficient 
multicast over coded packet wireless networks using Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) by first demonstrating the 
fundamental differences between Network Coding Algorithm 
(NCA) and Multicast Incremental Power algorithm (MIPA). 
The (DEA) is operational research tool widely used to 
determine the effectiveness and efficiency of any 
organizations or algorithms in terms of cost, performance and 
service delivery. It consists of entities called the Decision 
making units (DMUs) for evaluating the performances of the 
two algorithms. This was followed by the analysis of the 
statistical mean of the multicast cost to determine the cost-
effectiveness and cost-efficiency of the two algorithms. Their 
findings showed that NCA outperformed MIPA for both cost-
effective and cost-efficient multicast. 

Reference [24] studied the convergence of decentralized 
min-cost subgraph algorithm for multicast in coded networks. 
They developed an algorithm that generates a feasible 
solution after each iteration to take care of the dual 
subgradient method proposed by [10]. They completely 
decentralized the system as there is no iteration between the 
nodes and each node only knows the cost of its incoming and 
outgoing links. However, the algorithm did not take care of 
interference within the wireless network and hence the need 
to extend the algorithm to interference-limited wireless 
network is a great step toward achieving efficient result. 

Reference [25] studied the problem of data exchange 
which is a problem of reconciling multiple users having parts 
of its data while minimizing the cost in terms of the total 
number of bits exchange. This is one area in which multicast 
finds applications (peer- to- peer file sharing). They used 
deterministic polynomial time algorithm which find an 
optimal communication scheme in such a way that the 
communication cost is minimized. The whole problem was 
further simplified by proposing a simple randomized 
algorithm motivated by the deterministic algorithm which is 
based on random network coding scheme. But it cannot be 
applicable to larger users within the network. 

Reference [7] Proposed a path based power efficient 
approach that minimizes energy consumption by optimizing 
the transmission ranges of all nodes using langrangain 
relaxation approach. They investigated the problem of energy 
efficient multicasting in wireless network with a view of 
minimizing the total energy consumption for multicast 
messages in static wireless network. A decentralized 
algorithm was developed to solve the problem and the result 
was compared with three different heuristics algorithms 
namely, Minimum Shortest Path Tree (MSPT) algorithm, 
Prim’s Minimum Spanning Tree (PMST) algorithm and 
Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) algorithm. The proposed 
model outperformed all the three algorithms by 30%, 10% 
and 5% respectively. However, the developed algorithm was 
only compared in terms of energy efficiency. 

Reference [26] studied secure multicasting using 
symmetric algorithm where the sender and the receivers uses 

the same key for encryption and decryption of the data 
exchange. Before the data is to be transmitted, it is converted 
into cyphers text generated with the help of a key. The aim 
was to secure and provide much needed security for all data 
exchange within the multicast group. The proposed algorithm 
was compared with three encryption algorithms, DES (Data 
encryption standard), 3DES (Triple DES) and AES. The 
proposed algorithm performs better in terms of security 
against unauthorized attack and speed. But, the proposed 
algorithms was only compared to symmetric algorithms 
whereas there other asymmetric algorithms or cryptographic 
scheme that can be compared. 

Lastly, reference [27] improved the performance of 
Network Coding Algorithm by considering more 
performance metrics. As more metrics such as delay, loss and 
rejection of packet are collectively considered, the cost of 
bandwidth decreases. Their work depends largely on 
Shannon Hartley channel capacity theorem. Simulation result 
showed that the cost of bandwidth decreases as more 
performance metrics are considered. Similarly, the cost of 
bandwidth presented under estimated the channel. However, 
not all the performance metrics that affect multicast are 
considered. 

4. Conclusion 

So far the review of some few multicast algorithms over 
wireless networks using network coding techniques has been 
studied. The literatures reviewed addressed most of the 
performance metrics such as throughput, delay, loss, 
rejection and congestion of packets during multicast which is 
a great limitation toward achieving efficient multicast. Very 
often, algorithms were developed to minimize the cost 
(bandwidth reduction or energy consumption) of multicast. 
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